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AND HOW THE NORTH IS SHORTCHANGED 

  

The wealth distribution or sharing and election processes in Nigeria have over the years being 
manipulated and indeed associated with a lot of imbalances and illegalities as can be seen with the 
Revenue Allocation Formula (R.A.F.) Principles, constituency delimitation and delineation (CDD) as 
well as Polling Units Distribution (PUD) for election purposes. 

A.      Illegality in the  in the derivation principle: Instead  of basing the calculation on 13 per cent of 27 
per cent – 3.51% (R.A.F.). While sharing oil revenues we end up with the wrong calculation where 
derivation is allotted 13%  of  100% = 13% (Note that On shore Oil is 27% while the remaining 73% is 
off shore oil). 

B.      Imbalance/Illegality in the Revenue Allocation Formula: Revenue sharing in Nigeria is 
done  using two basic  formula,, the Vertical Formula (VRF)  and the Horizontal Rvenue Formula 
(HRV). 

a)      Under the Vertical Revenue Formula all deductions other than the derivation 
principle are an illegality and amount to a distortion that leads to an imbalance. This 
short-changes all other tiers of government of their legitimate earnings from the federally 
generated revenue pool from Oil. All First Line Charges are also short-changed. 

b)      The huge allocation of 52.68%to the Federal Government as against the 26.72% to 
states and 20.60% to LGAs is detrimental to growth and development of the two other 
tiers of Government, the states and LGs. There is a need for states and LGs to get more 
so as to be able to properly discharge their obligations and to discourage the excessive 
and unhealthy competition for control of the central Federal Government. This should 
ensure more even development at the other two levels/tiers. 

Here, I believe we should consider a sharing of revenue along these lines: FG, 27 %; 
states, 33%; and LGAs 40%. 

Along with such a formula and resources, more of FG responsibilities be equally devolved 
to the lower tiers, the States and LGs. 

c)       Under the Horizontal Revenue Formula, the principles other than equality of states? 
LGAs are manipulated causing imbalances, distortions and even outright illegalities as 
can be seen with the principles so applied. 

Unequals are treated equally, and as such there is no equity or fairness. States with 10 or 
more million that are as much as 5 times or more in population and landmass are treated 
at par, as equals.    

i.                     Equality: On equality unless there are additional States/LGAs in the 
North, there would never be fairness, equity or equality in application of this 
aspect of the sharing formula. The sheer size of the North, needs be appreciated. 
With its vastness, the North at its lowest point on the map it horizontally levels 



with towns and villages in the lower heartland of Yoruba land. UpNorth, Kano 
state for instance has refused to grow as it has remained the same old Kano 
since the first state creation exercise, with only Jigawa carved out of it 27 years 
ago. 

ii.                   Population: The use of projected figures is not acceptable. Officially 
gazetted figures used are not acceptable as they further compound the state of 
imbalance in calculating due shares of revenue to the North. The projections 
don’t consider the geometric population growth rates among Northerners most of 
whom give birth to many more children, at much more regular intervals, (“Babu 
k’ak’k’autawa”) than in the South for cultural and religious reasons. Muslims in the 
dense urban centers and the more in far flung rural areas are a major factor in 
such exponential growth rates that are not properly captured or factored into the 
projected figures they gazette. 

Such gazetted figures give:          North West – 37.6 – 44.5 = 6.9 = 18.40% 

                                                                South East   - 16.4 – 20.7 = 4.3 = 
26.2% 

iii.                  Land mass: The North must ask for a higher percentage to this 
principle, as everything about human capital and other developments are to do 
with Land, at least 20 – 25 %, meaning 20% (16% North); 25% (20% North) 

iv.                 Revenue Generation Effort (RGE): The factors to be considered here is 
the effort in the ability of a state/LGA to generate more revenue in comparison 
with previous revenue generation rather than the total quantum of the revenue 
generated, eg., Lagos generates N100 billion in the month of March and the 
same amount in April. Here Lagos gets zero for effort. On the contrary if Kano 
generates N5 billion in March and in April makes N10 billion, its effort earns the 
state 100%. So, Kano gets rewarded with 100% under the RGE principle. 

v.                   Social Development Factor (SDF): This principle takes into account the 
development strides and efforts of a given State or LGA. It primarily uses school 
enrolment in Education; hospital beds in  Health; and potable water supply as 
factors to consider in allocating resources to states and LGAs, so as to 
encourage them to put more effort and do more in human capital development. 
Unfortunately here too you see the States/LGAs rewarded using previously 
computed development records, without regular updates for long periods of time. 

d)      Imbalance in Constituency Delimitation and Delineation (CDD) 

Here, if you have a population of 140,003,542 and 360 Federal Constituencies in Nigeria 
it is easy and just to use simple arithmetics to know that for evrry FC their must be a 
population of 140,003,542/360 = 388,889. But there are Federal Constituencies that have 
a population of over on million or three times the national average for FCs At the same 
time we have a Constituency with a population of less than 100,000 people etc. 

  

e)      Imbalance in Polling Units Distribution (PUD) 

Polling Units Distribution: With a total population registered voters of upto 73 million and 
polling units at about 120,000, it means for every polling unit on an average we will have 
73,000,000/120,000 + 608,000 voters for every polling unit (PU). But today you have 
states with less than half the expected national average for voter polling units (PUs), 
while  others have as much as or more than twice the average expectation per unit. 



For example: FCT with 1,575/PU; Nassarwa state, 833/PU, while at the same time we 
have Ekiti State with 297/PU; Bayelsa, 326/PU, Anambra 307/PU et. 

This injustice and imbalance is untenable and unacceptable. It doesn’t allow for proper 
representation which is the basis of democratic civilian politics that elections are meant to 
sanctify. 

While in some states voters cast and wait to be counted, in many they cant even vote on 
account of the distortion in the voter/PU distribution and allocation. Some would have not 
upto 20% of their votes captured. It is a major consideration considered in international 
electoral best practises today for the dispersal of Polling Units to ensure all eligible voters 
are given the chance to vote and be counted, as well as ensuring equitable 
representation in the national assembly. The North is grossly shortchanged by this 
faiulure to restructure the electoral process. These issues are key to any debate on 
restructuring, no matter how it turns out. 

Thank You, Allah ya tsaya mana. Allah taimakemu, Ya taimaki al’ummarmu, amen 

 


